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Few topics in the information technology (IT) field today generate as much interest as
security. Interestingly, the IT world has been struggling with security issues for over 30
years, yet many security problems remain unsolved, unaddressed, and serious. As
those responsible for securing systems and networks address security issues by a
combination of hardware, software, procedures, policy, and the law, intruders and insiders
circumvent protection mechanisms, discover new and unpublished vulnerabilities,
or find lapses in an organization’s policy and procedure in their efforts to damage
systems, destroy data, or simply for mischief purposes. The attacker clearly has an
advantage in this struggle between those who protect and those who penetrate. While
the protector must close all vulnerabilities, the attacker need only find one to exploit.

Security in enterprise computing systems is also not simply a matter of technology and
cannot be addressed satisfactorily with hardware and software alone. It is also a matter
of managing people, establishing and enforcing strong (and correct) policies, implementing
procedures that strengthen security, and periodically checking the effectiveness
of the security architecture and making necessary changes. The provision of
security in any enterprise must also be tailored to that particular organization. While
the principles of computing security and common wisdom in the IT field are important,
the actual application of such principles depends largely on a number of factors that
often vary from enterprise to enterprise (e.g., confidentiality needs for data, customers,
access requirements, volatility of data value, and others). Those individuals responsible
for enterprise security must balance the need for security against the need for
access to their system (by customers and employees), must be concerned with the cost
of the security measures compared to the overall strength of the security architecture
being constructed, and must also be cognizant of how well the security perimeter is
performing. These are difficult tasks indeed. Success in these tasks requires vigilant
attention to many factors, and the successful security manager must constantly reeducate
him- or herself and his or her staff.
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Game Programming Gems 7 (Game Programming Gems Series)Cengage Learning, 2008

	Welcome to the seventh volume of the must-have reference series for game developers, Game Programming Gems, the series that helped define the standards for game programming and continues to be an essential source for new, innovative techniques. "Game Programming Gems 7" provides the tools and inspiration that game developers need to...
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Create Your Own Future: How to Master the 12 Critical Factors of Unlimited SuccessJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
Now in paperback, Create Your Own Future is a powerful book on self-empowerment that offers a wealth of ideas readers can apply immediately to take complete control of their personal and work lives. Intended for anyone who wants to make more money and get more satisfaction from life, the book offers twelve principles for success and...
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Security+ Study GuideSybex, 2003
Here’s the book you need to prepare for CompTIA’s Security+ Exam, SYO-101.  This study guide provides:

	Full coverage of every exam objective  
	Practical information on network hardware  
	Hundreds of challenging practice questions 


Authoritative coverage of all exam...
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Economics for Policy Makers: A Guide for Non-EconomistsRoutledge, 2019

	
		Certain key economic decisions taken by organizations and indeed countries are often not made by economists but by businessmen, trade unionists, politicians and policy-makers. Those who employ people, those who represent workers, those who make laws and those who elect them need economics but may have little time or desire to study...
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The Designer's Guide to SPICE and Spectre® (The Designer's Guide Book Series)Springer, 1995
The Designer's Guide to SPICE and Spectre® is an  in-depth guide to circuit simulators from a designer's perspective:  the pitfalls of circuit simulation, such as convergence and accuracy  problems, are explained in terms a circuit designer is comfortable  with. The book gives designers insight into why these problems occur  and how to...
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Circuit Analysis (Woodhead Publishing Series in Electronic and Optical Materials)Woodhead Publishing, 1998

	This text presents the fundamentals of circuit analysis in a way suitable for first and second year undergraduate courses in electronic or electrical engineering. It is very much a ‘theme text’ and not a work book. The author is at pains to follow the logical thread of the subject, showing that the development of topics, one from...
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